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19 container ships anchored off LA-Long Beach ports 
JOC | Jan, 31 2015 

 

Aerial shot of container ships anchored off Los Angeles and Long Beach on Saturday. 

Nineteen container ships were anchored outside the congested ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach Saturday morning, according to the Marine 

Exchange of Southern California. The tally of anchored container ships has been in double digits every day but one since Jan. 14 amid monumental 

backlogs at the ports, which handle more than 40 percent of U.S. containerized cargo. 

The total number of ships at anchor was 22, including two bulk carriers and a general cargo ship, the Marine Exchange said. That was up by three 

from Friday. The 19 anchored container ships compared with 15 on Friday. Slight vessel buildups outside the port aren’t unusual on weekends, but 

the number of ships awaiting berths has reached extraordinary levels in recent weeks. 

Backups also have been reported in other West Coast ports. Delays have disrupted carriers’ schedules and forced them to incur heavy costs. Cargo 

interests, meanwhile, have incurred higher costs and had to devise workarounds or put up with delays. There were reports on Saturday that delays at 

LA-Long Beach were leading some carriers to skip subsequent vessel calls at Oakland, requiring importers to incur costs of up to $1,000 per 

container to get goods from Southern California to Northern California destinations.  

Congestion at the Los Angeles-Long Beach ports has been a problem through much of the year. It’s been driven by increasingly large ships, some of 

which generate 10,000 container moves per vessel call and carry cargo for multiple carriers in vessel-sharing alliances. The gridlock has been 

aggravated by reduced productivity because of what the Pacific Maritime Association describes as intentional slowdowns by the International 

Longshore and Warehouse Union in a attempt to gain leverage in the nine-month-old contract negotiations between the PMA and the ILWU. The 

union denies it’s to blame. 
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